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What can be said of a world without Love?

How to answer such a question

when this purest and most beautiful of emotions

is like a sun that illuminates with its rays

the way we see 

all that surrounds us, all that summons up

the tenderness we shower on childhood

and makes stars sparkle as night falls?

How to answer such a question

when one has understood that love

can be revealed by the grace of a poet’s words,

by the magic in gestures we 

would like to believe are eternal?

How not to weep 

when it fades - because nothing endures

if we do not work to transmit it

to others, to those dear to us?
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Once upon a time -

when light was barely even visible

on Earth, when Dawn played with

Daybreak like a twin, when Nature,

intimidated at its first awakening, knew not yet

how to greet the first human couple -

came words more powerful

and simple than any the world would ever hear:

“I love you.”

A man and a woman, discovering each other like a miracle 

exchanged those first fumbling words which,

for all time, were rich with

expectation and the desire to share.

It would be simplistic and single-minded

to be unable to believe -

and yet so it happened.
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What can be said of a world

without love; without that which

gives the poet wings,

speeds us through anticipation,

makes humankind tremble

at the cry of a child?

What good is life

without that which will

ultimately give the taste of the eternal

to our existence?
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Eyes enlaced,

lips scented by

the tender fragrance

of your breath…

I kissed you

Only the twilight

was witness to

the tender kiss that whispered:

I am your night

You are my moon
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My hands trembled

caressing your nakedness

like the leaves of the willow

bending to the water’s surface.

Like the reflection of stars

flung across an expanse of sea

my eyes barely touched

your forms 

softly.

That night

vanishes in the memory

of evening as it sinks into sleep…
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There is one word

which, more than any other

describes the tenuous hope

that one can flee the reality

of one’s absurd destiny.

One word which

transcends mortality

and vanquishes the sadness

of those who do not believe.

One word which

forever

will be yours:

I love you.
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You are the bird’s endless horizon,

the flower’s sun,

essential and precious

adorable presence

under the star-filled firmament.

There is no life

without my love,

nor is there love

without you.
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There are words

so tender, caresses,

and there is the wind…

There are looks

so deep, thoughts,

and there is the moment…

There is only

my Love to tell you,

dreaming…
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Your silence is

the cruelest word.

Forgetfulness, assassin

of my living love.

The emptiness you

leave with me

in your absence

uproots these words

from obscurity

and destroys me.

Never

let me think

you are forgetting me.
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Memories console

in the face of death

and despair awakens

like a dragon

when the acknowledgment of finiteness

becomes inescapable.

There are colors

as soft as laughter,

joys that resemble

the tenderness of a smile,

before Love takes its leave.

There were promises

which now are kept

as I write to you.
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Sound was gone.

Light was gone.

Neither sky nor space

nor time filled with anguish

have managed, since you went away,

to contain the tears of my shattered heart,

which now commends

its fate to the earth.

I have hanged myself

on the sun’s shadow.
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There are tears

which are the lovers

of a dying love.

There are sighs

which resemble the verses

of a song sinking into death.

I pray that these tears

will become diamonds

to illuminate your sky,

my Love.
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What can be said of a world

without my Love?

Paris, le 3 Août 2003
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Remerciements crédits

Lorem ipsum esclaium descriptus

Est comme un soleil qui irradie

Le regard que l’on porte à tout ce 

Qui nous entoure , fait fleurir là 

Tendresse que l’on porte à l’enfance

Et fait scintiller les étoiles la nuit venue ?

Comment répondre à une telle question

Quand on a compris que l’amour peut 

Être révélé par la grâce des vers d’un poète

Par la magie des gestes que l’on souhaite

Recevoir comme éternels ?

Comment ne pas pleurer quand celui-ci

S’évanouit par ce que rien n’est immuable

Si l’on ne cherche pas à le transmettre
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